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Sept£tmber 1979 

From Your President: 

A loss to our Chapter a.nd a ¢21 for E.A.A. Chapters. first, 
Treasurer, Phil Seaman has received an advs.nosment _._,,,,,,_..,,.,,.,,_ to Little Rook, Arkansas. 
Longtime member and current Chapter Sa±' et~r Offic~z ~ 1~;~:l th Winshi;e is relocating to 
Houston, TX. Both gentlemen ""-'~'',.,.""''"'· by Gb.apt;;:,r and remembered for their 
exceptional co-operation and erperi;ifi!e. una.n.imous vote during our 
AUgtU:Jt meeting, :foun!"i:illg m~.u.n~,;., ;:.c;;,~-;;;;;;;,;;;,.;;~- i!iil t';:1}r:· nEflt '11raasurer. :Bill Caldwell is 
our new Libr&rizm,, Tbeir '"'"•"'a,,,, tlt>e cm the revised back page of 
this HANGAR !K!liOES issue. 

GREAT AIRSPACE ROBEI<~Y STk1!US0 
drop propossl for lowering of cu.1:;. ent 18 

Curre:r:rt prE\allJ rel~ases indicate F .A.A. will 

posed new TCA • s. t.i7umber of e.:rl~ 'rGA a:-rpa1:c1i,:1u)i"~ 
isting D/N TOA expansion ]!TPirn,,r"' 

F.A.A. future plMB. 

~d reduce the number of pro
b6 re~aced. Status of ex

''i.;-,;;~,:~fdate in the compromise 

TME PHOTOGRAPHER l!"'OR l'HE li~ON.lffi. Th~ aerial photograph on the cover of this 
month's ECHOfflia the work o:f Pe~~;tmT~~ Cti:tler with the usual excellent photo lab 
work by member !U.d Caj,,~~. 

THE TYPOGRAPHER FOR THE KOl'.ITH. :?hanks to Hrs,. Colleen Jones, secretary to 
chapter member, !a.rq E.d.en, .for an exo:ellent job in typing this issue of ECHOffl. 

In a.coordanoe with current Chapter BY-LAWS~ the September meeting initiates 
a procedure for the election of for 'the -J~''""''Q year. Pete Ohlson has been 
appointed Chairman of the Nominating N&meSi of collmlittee members of his 
choice are to be announced du,:ei1:1g ;;.::,;.I: '""''!'IT."'"' Meeting a The committee's recommendat-
ions will be presented durlug .,tih-s Meeting,, Addi "'i;ioi:1&1 nominations from the 
floor will be accepted at ·that electio:n :ts to be conducted au.ring the 27 
November Meeting :for the selection c:.vt Presid®nt, Vice President, Secretary ana Treas
urer who rill serve for the 1980 oalendar year. 

The September Meeting Pl"(igr/!W; present a vuiety of subjects select• to 
enhance the expertise of our members. See V.P© W~'s page for aetails. Two E.A.A. 
books to supplement information presen.tri dur:i.ng the program should be in every members 
library at tha time of a project contemplation amt_ during the construction phase. 
CUSTOM BUILT SPOm! AIRCRAFT HANDBOOK ••••• ,. • A Guide To Construction Standaras For The 
Amateur Aircraft Builier. $3~50 postpaid. From: E.A • .A., Ino., P.O. Box 229 Ha.lea 
Corners, WI 53130,. Also - AKATElfR BUILT AIRCRAF'!' INFO.IDA'.ATION AND SERVICE JU.ffllAL, Prom: 
E.A.A. Air Museum Founalation, P~O. Bo'i:469, H&l..e~ Comers, WI 53130. $3.80 postp&ia. 

AM INVERTED INLINE FOUR HJ THJt J?~FUTURE? From my fil•s this past month, 
we pulled a.n aivertising brochure on the ERCO Aircraft Engine. Designei, built ana. 
certif'ied by the old C.A .. A. during 19:;a~ the engine wA8 to be the powerplant for the 
ERCOUPE __ li!J!l!!!!e Because of th~ :premJIW II eoonom.io oomi.i.tions, the engine never got 
off the grouni~ The aesign now lies dor:mi,,:::tt in tl:ie musty archives of some inheriting 
organization.. Why c.oee' nt some ~n.terp!·i1dng initi viaua.l or crga..-.uza.tion search out 
current iesign ownership in contemplation ,;:;f P'~·as:f,ble p:roduotion for the E.A.A. Custom 
Aircraft Build.er? It might be a winner when upi.&tei to ;,';v;rrent •esign, ma.nufaoturing 
an• marketing practices. See pag~ti 15 •- 18 for a reprint o:f the brochure on this engin•• 

THE 25 SEJ?Tl!lfBF.L."t 1979 TU~f.W~~~ WILL C<HmUCTED AT THE USUAL PLA.CE. 

SKYLINE RECREA:rION CENTER, STRE,E'l' Alm Wh"ITE ROCK TRA.IL - 07:30 FH. 
BRING YOUR WIFE AND/OR GUES1r3 'I'HEY' Allf; "''-'J''""'".., '!f:ELCOMEv 
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From Your Program Chairman 

Mr. Langhorne Bond spoke to EAA members at Oskkosh '78. He said that ex
perience had shown that amateur-built and other experimental aircraft are 
safe and that there is no justification for making them meet stricter re
quirements than other aircraft. He made a commitment at that time to 
simplify the licensing requirements for experi1nental and amateur-built 
aircraft. Recently a new rule was adopted by the FM, fulfilling that 
commitment by Mr. Bond. 

The September program will be presented by Mr. Allan King with the FAA 
GADO II~ Love Field Office. He will explain the new rule in detail ex
plaining the certification requirements for amateur-built and experimental 
aircraft from the time the aircraft is begun up through the periodic in
spections after the aircraft has been completed and flown. 

In addition to Mr. King's presentation, there will be a short film pre
pared by EAA headquarters on composit construction material. This film 
will supplement the program Jim Young presented a couple of months ago and 
should be the next best thing to a "hands on" demonstration. 

Bring your best Oshkosh slides, also Kerrville slides, and, time permitting, 
we will show as many as possible. 

At our September 25th meeting Kerrville will be history, but the First 
Annual Fly-in and Convention at Tullahoma, Tennessee will be the following 
week-end. Try to attend, especially if you missed Oshkosh! This Fly-in 
should be a scaled-down version of Oshkosh (besides, the latest Hatz Bipe 
to fly will be there), it's close to home and will be an exciting event! 

The December meeting has traditionally been a dinner meeting, giving the 
wives an opportunity to have a night out. Our December meeting this year 
is scheduled for Friday, December 7th. Mark your calendar, arrange for a 
babysitter, etc. Plan now to attend. Details of the program and costs 
of the meal will be in our next Hanger Echoes. 

See you September 25th, 7:30 p.m. at the Skyline Recreation Center! 

Clarence Way 



HANGA, HOES 
Editor 

DICK CAVIN 
'10529 Somerto 
D 'I · T 7r-"J29 ,atas, , exas , .;-,"'"'· ... 

214/351-4604 September 1979 

There's an old axiom that says, "Nothing succeeds like success" and I guess 
that's also true of airplane c<.esign, too. 

Just a year ago the f:Lrst Ghapt. 168 member ordered his Hiperbipe fuselage kit 
and soon WADE MUMAJJ was getting started welding. 

It seemed like only a few days went by before JIM YOUNG was unpacking his fuse.
Lage kit in the hangar next door to :,,fade I s. 

As Wade's Hipebipe really to take shape and his wings arrived from the 
Sorrell's tiny nfaetory11 at Tenino, Wash. there was a constant stream of visitors 
coming by the two hangars to watch these two unusual airplanes take shape. 

A couple of months ago another Chapt 168 member, CLAIR BUTTON joined the Hiper
bipe clan, so now there were 3 of these superb airplanes taking shape. A person would 
think it quite a coincidence if two airplanes of like type were started within a few 
weeks of each other in one chapter, but 3 i.s unusual! 

JOHN SNYDER has had the itch for a Hiperbipe for quite some time and as soon as 
he sells his Starduster, too, to some lucky soul, I'd almost bet he would have an 
order in the next day. 

Just a few days ago, I got a. copy of a letter that JOHN REEVES had written to 
the Sorrell's and so #4 Hiperbipe project in Chapt. 168 will soon be underway? He, 
too, will opt for a set of completed wings from the Sorrells. 

There 1 s an active Hiperbipe project in Waco and just the other day I was told 
that there would be one starting in Ft. Worth this fall. I also believe there may 
still be tw~ more Hiperbipe starters in our chapter within the next 6 months if 
finances fall into line for the ones I talked to. 

I donrt have any idea how many Hiperbipes are taking shape around the country, 
but there's bound to be a lot. The negative stagger wings are unique, true, but what 
really appeals to people is its sparkling performance. It's that very rare bird 
a fine aerobatic airplane and also a fast and comfortable cross country airplane, 
with STOL capabilities. It carries two people side by side in a luxuriously wide and 
comfortable cabin at a speed almost as good as factory counterparts, which is most 
unusual for a biplane with a fixed gear. 

The Hiperbipe is a product of an evoluntionary development that began 12 or 14 
years ago with the Sorrell "Guppy", an ultra-lite negative stagger biplane, that 
carried one pilot (in a cabin) and flew better than a J-3 cub on a 28 hp. Cashman 
Motor Scooter engine. Several airplanes later the Guppy was bigger and sporting 125 
hp. and fast enough to be interesting. 

E.A.A CHAPTER 168, P.O. BOX ]68, ADDISON, TEXAS 75001 



When the first Hiperbipe was born it amazed West Coast Fly-ins with an aero
batic performance as agile as a Pitts. It further amazed people that saw it fly 
and out of the tiny 800 ft. stdp, nearly surrounded by giant spruce trees. 

What's the secret of the Hiperbipe 1 s superla.tive performance? It's no single 
thing. The airfoil shaped fuselage, with its constant width, generates a signifi
cant amount of lift, so the wings don't have to work as hard and so they can be 
smaller which in turn means less weight and less drag. As a matter of fact, they 
also use a symetrical airfoil, which also means they aren't loading up the tail 
with a high pitching moment load, so the tail can be a little smaller, too. 

The w:lngs are things of beauty, if you appreciate fine woodwork. They are 
skinned with plywood, but there's not a nail hole in them and they rival sailplane 
wings for smoothness. Apparently, the skins are put on by vacuum bagging or some 
similar method that applies glueing pressure evenly over the entire wing. The wing 
panels also have 3 spars, rather than the usual 2, and this also helps to maintain 
the true airfoil contour span wise. 

The symetrical airfoil gives as much lift upside down as it does right side 
·Jp and here again, the lifting fuselage does its bit. 

L to fly the first Hiperbipe at OSH when it came for the first time and I 
was really impressed with it. The four ailerons gave it a roll rate as good or 
better than my RV-1 and it would do a sharp clean snap without effort. The rest of 
its flight characteristics were suberp, too, with one minor exception. It needed 
just a tad more fin for twins, but when I brought this up they'd already modified 
the next one in the jig. 

I did a little instructing on a Staggerwing Beech back before WWII and was al
ways impressed with the very different way it flew, compared to the Stinsons and 
Waco cabins of those days. I couldn't prove it, but I always felt that the negative 
stagger configuration was notably superior aerodynamically, from a pilot's standpoint 
anyway. It seemed to combine the virtues of the high wing with the wider range of 
C. G. travel of a biplane. 

I couldn't help but wonder if the success of the negative stagger biplane racer 
at Reno didn't owe a good measure of its success to the wing arrangement. 

Anyway, the skies around here will be dark with Hiperbipes at the present rate. 

It makes me think back a few years ago when JIM SWICK started something when he 
built his Buecker. It wasn't too long until CHARLEY LAMB was under way with his, 
followed by JOHN NYQUIST and KEN LARSON. All except John have replaced their origi
nal 180 or 200 hp. engines with bigger engines of 260 to 300 hp. and those formerly 
fine airplanes are truly fantastic now. That was news in those days, when 4 Braniff 
pilots built and flew their Buecker Jungmeisters. 

The T-18's came on strong in the early 60's and at one time we had 29 active 
T-18 projects in the metroplex area. 
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The Starduster Too's were probably the next airplane to catch on in numbers, 
although, there have been a lot of Pitts built, too. The Pitts never had a sudden 
surge of popularity like some of these other designs that enjoyed a big upswing in 
popularity when it took 1st in the Pazmany Efficiency contest. 

When I was riding out to the field on the b1.1s one morning at OSH, DICK VAN 
GRUNSVEN and I were sitting together and he was telling me that he finally finished 
the RV-4 (2 place tandem), but wouldn't be putting out any info on it until he'd 
had a chance to thoroughly test it. A 2 place tandem is tough to design as a com
pact integrated design and I~m most curious to see how well Dick did it. 

I asked him what had happened to his RV-.5 and he told me that DAVID CARR, who 
had built the sawed-in-half Volkswagen engine, no longer was involved with it. He 
said the little RV-5 was a delight to fly. I really thought he might have something 
good with his swivel wing concept, but maybe the timing was wrong. 

How many of you wonder just how safe aviatior1. really is? First of all, you 
have to say, "Compared to what?" Well, compared to all types of transportation 
related fatalities for instance. To use the 1977 figures by the National Transpor
tation Safety Board (NTSB), general aviation is roughly 4 to 1 safer than motorcycles, 
about the same as riding a bicycle, 45 times as safe as an automobile, and about 
the same as driving across a railroad grade corssi:ng or riding in a pleasure boat. 
Those numbers compare a~tual numbers to actual numbers, not fatalities per mile or 
some such reference. 

Now, if you sift out weather related accidents, stall-spin accidents, alcohol, 
and some of the very obvious apreventables", you'll find that general aviation's 
safety record shows up in a much better light. 

As far as homebuilts are coucerned, engine failure continues to be a major 
cause of accidents. It is the #1 cause of homebuilt accidents. #2 is "lost con
trol on the ground"; /13, low altitude aerobatics. 

I've had several people kid me about my views on engine failure, calling me an 
alarmist and saying I was still living in the '30s, when engines were truly unre
liable. They also said that engines don't quit nowadays. 

Well, perhaps they are right to some degree, but how come we have accidents 
still occurring in number under the engine failure column? With dual ignition, that 
shouldn't be a problem as far as complete failure is concerned. Some components of 
the fuel system could put you down, but careful pre-flite and inspection should keep 
this to a minimum. Ditto the oil system. Frequent compression checks should warn 
of impending valve problems most of the time. Cranshaft or rod breakage or bearing 
failure are fairly rare. So what fails? I'd like to know if a trend or pattern is 
emerging. 

Perhaps too many EAAers are buying high time engines, hoping to get a few hun
dred more hours out of it before it has to be majored. I suspect that some of these 
engine "failures" could be sticking valves, which will put one down in pretty short 
order, anyway. Ditto, a bad oil leak. Even a broken ring will sometimes put you 
out of business. Proper leaning techniques via reference to an EGT and a CHT are 
important to engine life and reliability, but I wonder just how many EAAers do this. 
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Last month JORDAN GABBERT, JACK MCDONALD and I spent 3 miserable days in 
Ft. Worth in a flight instructor renewal course. I sat next to Ken Morris, an 
old friend from Chapt. 34. Ken has an oil analysis firm, called Spectre, Inc. 
(P. O. Box 16525, Ft. Worth, TX 76133. Phone 817/292-2646). He told me quite a 
lot about oil analysis, -what it can and can't tell you. I believe the $8 cost 
per sample would be a pretty cheap insurance policy for a homebuilt owner. Ken 
has promised to write an article on oil sampling for Hangar Echoes "soon". If 
he doesn't come across for an appearance at•ia chapter meeting. 

The course over there was pretty boring in the main, as most of the time 
their material sounded like a ground school instructor explaining the mysteries 
of flight to a student about to take his first hour of flight instruction. 

There was one redeeming feature, though. KEN GARDNER, who has written num
erous articles on engines anl their operation for the "AOPA Pilot" magazine and 
is a recognized engine authority nationally, gave us a too short course in proper 
power plant management. He worked for Cessna for about 15 years, but now is with 
Beech. 

He covered quite a wide range of subjects some of them elementary, true, but 
we didn't see anyone dozing off like they did in some of the lectures. 

Here are a few excerpts that you might find informative: 

After a major overhaul, don't ground run an engine over 20 minutes! You can 
damage the engine from overheating, but the biggest problem is that you are very 
likely to glaze the cylinders to the point that you'll have a real oil burner (from 
the rings not properly seating). 

He recommends you don't climo to a safe altitude near the airport and fly it 
for an hour at 75% power. 

They used to say that oil didn't wear out, but they now know it does. Did 
you know that a recip engine will produce a pound of water for every pound of gas
oline it burns? He told us of a new multi-viscosity oil produced by Phillips, 
called XC20W50, which indicates its starting viscosity is 20 and running viscosity 
is 50. Phillips is making the only approved multi-viscosity oil at the present. 

On the lead content of gasoline, 80-87 octane (red) has .5 millileters of 
lead per gallon. 100-130 has 1.2 mml/gal. and 100 octane (green) has 2.3 mml/gal. 

Leaning for maximum fuel economy in the 65% to 75% power range, lean to 25° 
to 50° Rich of Peak EGT and for Best Power, lean to 100° to 150° rich of peak EGT. 
This is in line with Lycoming's recommendations in recent bulletins. 

Why lean at all? Keeps the combustion chamber cleaned of combustion by
products and that's very important to engine life and safety. He advocates climb
ing to 5,000 ft. full rich and then below 75% power to lean. If you don't have 
an EGT, switch to 1 mag and lean until you detect the first cylinder being too 
lean and running rough and then richen up until it smooths out. Then return to 
both mags. If an engine is not leaned frequently, the combustion products will 
build up on internal parts and cause pre-ignition and detonation. 
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One of the things he was 
In the older radial engines 

explaining was the modern day theory of power setting. 

ally used because higher M. P. ,vould 
there is less internal friction if 

power (i.e. 23, 11 of M.P. and 2300 rpm) was norm
over stress main bearings. In the modern engines 
more manifold pressure than RPM is used and mod

ern metals and engines are desi.grted to take it. 

We found this out in the airline business back in tl\e '50s with Convairs. On 
letdowns we tried to keep M.P. very close to RPM. This assured the engine was driv
ing the prop, not 11 flywheeling 11 and causing ring flutter and piston float and rod 
stretching. The bottom line was more time between overhauls and more dependable 
engines. 

This technique also kept heat loads on the engine fairly constant, avoiding 
cooling of heads, leading to ,;,,arped valves, etc. Ken told them to maintain the ini
tial M.P. and lean setting till on final and not to worry a.bout detonation at that 
power setting (45%). 

He also brought out that a cont. 0-200 i;,,ould lose 1% of its horsepower for 
every 10°F the temperature climbed above standard 58°F. It will also decrease in 
power 3% for each 1,000 ft. of altitude above S.L. 

One of his pet peeves :is a 
and also one that pulls power way 
are hard on the engine and reduce 
thinks he is doing. 

that is slow opening his throttle for T/0 
back as soon as he breaks ground. Both practices 
its life, instead of conserving it, as the pilot 

Ken had lots of other little tips, too, and we'll try to print some of them 
next month. 

One of the lectures gave a hackneyed (and obsolete) explanation of the theory 
of lift, but never said a word ab.::mt downwash of a wing. A wing has to generate 
lift, just as a propellor (rotating airfoil) generates propwash (downwash). Some 
of those older theories of flite just don't hold water and have been proven wrong 
for years. 

Here's a did-you-know: Undercharged batteries problems are rather well known, 
but not so well known is the fact that over-charging can cause problems through 
excessive gassing and internal heat. Gas bubbles tend to wash active materials 
from the plates, and moisture and acid escaping from the cells in a fine mist may 
corrode surrounding metal parts. Overcharging results when the charging system is 
faulty or is improperly used. li.1h.enever possible, slow charging is recommended. In 
any case, batteries are fully charged when the electrolyte temperature is 80°F 
(270C) and the specific gravity is 1.275. 

Some of the T-18ers have had a little mystery that was only recently solved. 
Batteries were going dry at very short intervals and no reason could be found, but 
it was then noticed that it was happening only to those that climbed to attitude. 
Then it was found that the very high rate of climb of the T-18 so rapidly reduced 
external pressure that the slightly greater internal pressure forced the electro
lyte out. Most of them are changing over to GEL cells now. 
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BEN DUARTE has come up wit:.1 a. slick little alternator for his Varieze. It 
puts out 10 amps, is about 3 1 in dia. and 3' It uses a little voltage reg-
ulator about the size of the palm of your hand a::,:1 the. whcle thing weights maybe 
3 lbs! Cost, about $90. It came off the KODOTA tractor. It took a lit-
tle extra pulley machining to adapt it, but it looks That BEN DUARTE has 
really got some smarts on some of his airplane bu:LLc!:Ln' tricks. 

GORDON GABBERT' s Jokker nmv lives :i.n Phoen:hec The buye,r and his son came 
here in a C-172 &nd fussed over who was tc, to fly it home. The loser 
had\ to fly chase, just stagger:i.ng called Gorden when they got to Phoenix 
with it and had had a ball. It av,.::raged about 95 enroute. A few days later 
Gordon couldn I t stand that empty rrn.ngar, so he we,~t across the field and bought 
AUBREY LOCKEY' s S model Bonanza". It's a good one, too. 

ED LAWRENCE went up Illinois ·way and bought hims,,}f a. Cessna 140 just before 
OSH time and has been giving it a good workout ev,"'r since. 

KEN MORRIS of the FTW Chapter just il.ew his new m:Lniplane the other day. He 
showed me a picture of it and it's a pretty one. PETE OHLSON started the project 
about 20 years ago, I think, ther. MACK COBB bought it from him when he moved to 
airpark (or a little before) and when he got T-18 fever, he sold it to Ken. Still 
another min:i..plane is nearly ready to fly over there, YlA.~VIN ALLEN has been work
ing on his a long time, too 

Our V.P., CLARENCE WAY, had one of those days recently. The engine out of his 
140 got a good going over at Jay's aircraft and he's either got to buy a lot of new 
parts or perhaps convert it to the 125 hp .. STC. 

DON STOVALL has gotten serious abcut assembling the wings of his Mustang II. 
He and Clara are celebrating her retirement by taking a short trip up to Aspen to 
see the leaves turn. (It is fall, :Lsn!t it'?) 

JOHN CRISWELL is making tracks on his EAA biplane now. 
up on the gear, with tail feathers and controls complete and 
section built. He has all wing ribs and spars made and will 
as soon as he finishes the drag and anti drag wires. 

He has the fuselage 
he also has the center 
start wing assembly 

John's decided to not use streamlined flying wires on it and to use the round, 
stainless steel ones like JIM YOUNG did on his Fly Baby. He also has a good CPU 
engine disassembled and soon to go back together. 

JOHN RUSSELL moves steadily aJ_ong on his PL-4. All airfram components are now 
done and he is now ready to bend up the gear legs and polish them. He's also shop
ping for a set of Cleveland wheels and brakes. He now has a cont. 65, that's got 
4 good cylinders, and he, too, is ready to put it all back together. He says 
EUGENE BRYANT is still having a ball flying his PL-4 over in FTW. 

MILTON SCOTT called me the other night to ask me a question and in our dis
cussion I learned that he, too, had bought a set of plans from MR. C. G. TAYLOR's 
"Bird" while at OSH. 



In a recent conversation with MR. TAYLOR I learned that he was installing the 
T tail on the prototype and that they would do the complete flight test program 
with the Tee Tail on it. If things work out, I'll go out to California this fall 
and do a flight evaluation of the airplane for one of .the national magazines and 
needless to say I'm looking forward to that. I feel very strongly that the Taylor 
Bird could well be the 3.:.3 of the future. Why? Flrst of all it's simply construc
tion lends itself to very rapid airframe completion, It can be kit built or from 
scratch built with almost equa.1 ease. Second, the power plant (SUBARU) is 11cheap" 
to buy, to maintain, to overhaul, and is able to perform an automotive fuel at 
4 gals/hr. Third, its performance is superb on the 1ow speed end and adequate on 
the high speed end. Like the J·-3, it I s a land and take off anywhere airplane. 
Fourth, its modern look gives it the eye appeal of a faster airplane and the in 
flite visibility will give it a new dimension of safety and utility. Fifth, it 
should be a very safe airplane, gentle, and easy to fly by anyone, like the J-3 was. 

I predict that this little airplane will be built in numbers by "clubs", or 
groups of low time pilots as an economical time builder and short range sportplane. 
It's folding wing feature will soon be an absolute necessity for a large per cent 
of the private owner group. Even as a tie-down, the Bird would be highly resistant 
to weather damage in the wing folded configuration. Those items all add up to me. 
I can foresee that inflation and fuel availability and cost is simply going to wipe 
out a big slice of aviation for pure pleasure. It did in the big depression of '29 
and it will in our coming depression--called inflation--which simply means that 
people do not have the money to buy all the things they want to. 

KEN MORGAN has finally fluwn his Starduster Too. Hews been hard at work on it 
for several months and on August 4th he flew it out of Luck Field. We'll have pic
tures and a story on it next month. 

DON OWENS also has his Varieze in the air a.gain and now has just about flown 
off his 40 hour restrictions. We 1 ll have more on it next month, too. 

HOWARD WALRATH is now building a new home at Airpark and JOHN and MARY AUSTIN 
have started their hangar and shop at AERO COUNTRY, as has BOB ROPER, with homes to 
be built later. 

DGA (''DAMN GOOD AIRPLANE") 
by Bob Geren 

"Sometimes we wonder what inspires and drives a person to spend so much time 
and energy on a hobby. In my case, it was an idea to reproduce a four foot, scaled 
down version of the aircraft I soloed in, an OX-5 Travel Air 2000. 

This happened on June 10th, 1935, which also happened to be my birthday. To me 
it was the best looking biplane of its time and also the fastest of the OXers. I 
wantedthemodel to be exactly like the large one, with all parts moving and working. 
This took a lot of research of plans and looking at one being rebuilt in Arlington. 
At this time, I still hadn't gotten a burning desire to own an airplane. 
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The painstaking woodwork, the many tiny parts and lets of miniature lathe work 
took over two and a half years to get It up to .:he 90% c;.,mpletion stage. During 
that time my next door mdghbor started, built, ana flew a Smith Miniplane. Sev
eral times I observed that I could have built a real one in that time. 

I decided to try to buy a Travel Air, so I sta:cced taking "Tr?-vel-A-Plane", 
but I never found one, 

The next best (as far as ffi_"' taste goes) was the Howsxd "Mr. Mulligan11 and 
the DGA 15P series. There are ,>ther planes of that era that are unique in style, 
like the Beech "Staggen,dng", but ::.rJ pret o::: grco;cefuL There are some of the 
same designs as the Howards, but :a::wt as fast or as 

Good ol' Trade A Plane cac,e ·with. a Howard. up in Toledo, Ohio. I took 
a trip up there to check it out and wound up buying iL Thad them take it apart 
and trailer it to Dallas for me, 

I ;::sked ELMER 0fu~D0RFF if he would like to help and own 50% of it. He said, 
"Sure", so here we were with a ]JI§: fuselage in the car port, one wing in the 
garage and the other wing on the patio. This was in January but by March the storm 
clouds were moving in and Dorothy decreed that that THING had to go. Seems that 
it made the neighborhood look like a junk yard, or some such completely ridiculous 
observation. 

About that time, they started bui1ding a new group of Tee Hangars at Addison 
a.nd when they offered them fo:r sale the four of us grabbed a couple of them. Soon 
the Howard was out there in its new home. 

The first order of business was to disassemble the entire airplane and from 
then on it was one painful, slow step after another. It started out with sand blast
ing and painting the fuselage frame, making new floor boards, stripping old paint 
from metal panels and repainting, installing new glass and windshields, building 
an all new wood cabin top, replacing cables, wiring, instruments, bushings, repair
ing and rebuilding cowling, testing and repairing gas tanks and lines, completely 
rebuilding and rebushing the landing gear and brake system. By this time, it was 
rework the engine mount and hang our newly majored engine (with every single moving 
part replaced), get the prop overhauled, have the spinner replated, and made all 
new hoses, lines, baffles, and a couple of hundred other things forward of a fire 
wall (that had to be rebuilt.) 

Nl335M was beginning to look like an airplane again but the hard work was just 
getting started. I had made a trip to Seattle for a set of wheel parts, a trip to 
Denver for new flaps and two trips to Ohio for better wings. These only took a year 
of painstaking woodwork to repair and replace the damage done by the elements. 

Finally, it was time to start covering and we were beginning to see light at 
the end of a long tunnel, but there were lots of sore fingers and aching arms ahead 
yet. There were literally thousands of "rib" stitches to be made on the fuselage, 
fin ridder, stabilizer. elevators, ar,d ailerons. There were dozens and dozens 
of coats of dope, coats of silver, never-sending sanding, and at last came the pig
nented dope--coat after coat after coat. The final touch was the gold striping, 
just like the Howards that had come out of the factory 30 to 40 years ago. 



Finally, after 6½ years the big day dawned and I taxied it out for the first 
take-off. I remember wondering why those rudder pedals were vibrating!! But it 
was go go time and go it did and soon I relaxed and put in an hour of getting 
acquainted with what BENNY HOWARD described as a. 11Damn Good Airplane" and DGA it 
was • indeed. · 

I asked aJot of questions of RICK GARDNER, JOE CRAGIN, and anyone else who 
would listen. If it wasn't for them, I would have made a lot more mistakes and 
re-do's than I did. Elmer jumped in with both feet, doing things he'd never done 
before to help make this one fine airplane. 

Everyone said that now that you've made one, just sit back and enjoy it and 
fly it and have fun. Well, we've done that, but I kept telling myself that I'd 
like to do another and this time I'd do it better. 

To make a long story short, thatrs exactly what I am doing now. I got another 
war weary one and started all over from scratch. This time I made a metal cabin 
top, added a heavier windshield with better cabin sealing, cowling, and fairways, 
to name a few of these things. White is hard to see under certain conditions, so 
this one is painted orange and trimmed in cream, colors used in the 30's and early 
40's. We'll call this one "Little Orange", in contrast to Braniff's "Big Orange". 

It's been a long haul from a four foot model of an ancient Travel Air to a 5 
place full size airplane that re.ally goes and causes a certain swelling inside 
my vest when I look at her." 

"UNDERSTANDING FLUTTER" 
by Dick Cavin 

Back in the 1920's the aviation industry started coming face to face with a 
mysterious, unpredictable, and violently destructive force that would suddenly 
cause mid-air disintegration of aircraft, leaving few clues as to the cause. A 
few survivors, that parachuted out of the afflicted aircraft, told of a sudden 
very violent oscillation of a control surface that tore the stick from their hands, 
causing mutilation of the palm and fingers in their attempts to restrain the rapid 
stick movements. Others told of complete wings disintegrating in frenzied torsional 
twisting. 

The best minds of the day attacked the problem and its solution and gradually 
the causes of this vibratory phenomena came into focus. The prevention of this 
monster of destruction has been a much together nut to crack, however, and even 
today, after about 50 years of research it is still a thorny problem that deflies 
absolute prevention. Satisfactory prevention, yes, but absolute, no. 

Before going further, let's refresh our memory on the definition of flutter: 
Flutter is the unstable, self-excited oscillation of an airfoil and associated 
structure. Great energy is extracted from the airstream and is caused by a com
bination of aerodynamic, inertia, and elastic effects. Following an initial dis
turbance, the amplitude of oscillation will be maintained. Any higher aircraft 
speed will cause the amplitude to increase. A little later, we'll take a short 
look at a definition of divergence and explore the subject of control reversal, 
which can also be of interest in certain aero-elastic situations. 



Understanding the causes of flutter is truly a necessity for the homebuilder 
and homebuilder pilot. It is at least on a par with understanding basic aerodynam
ics for a fledeling pilot. While most homebuilders do not design their airplanes 
and ordinarily would only be interested in the inspection and operational aspects 
of flutter, a number of builders take considerable phase. It follows that without 
at least a basic understanding of flutter that such mods could be deadly dangerous. 

Let's start with an everyday analogy that is familiar to all of us: A flag 
flutters in the breeze. In strong winds it audebly flutters. 

Many years ago a scientist by the name of Dr. Theodore Von Karman began re
searching on the flow of fluids behind a cylindrical object (the flagpole in our 
case). He reasoned that there were two possibilities (See Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 on 
the attached illustration sheet) of the eddy flow behind a cylinder. 

A vortex (eddy) is alternately shed from each side of the pole, but he math
ematically proved that the pattern in Fig. 1 was unstable, so the Fig. 2 type was 
the only possible solution. He later demonstrated this to be true in his later 
experiements. The scientific community called the undulating curve by the flag 
a 0 von Karman Vortex Street" after his published analysis of the vortex effect. The 
individual rotating cylinder of air becomes a vortex, as it is shed from the down
wind side of the flagpole. As they move downstream in single file each one is 
rotating in the opposite direction of its two neighbors (see Fig. 3). 

As wind speed increased, the vortex columns come off the flagpole at a higher 
rate, their rotational energy increases, and they become smaller and more compact. 
This additional energy is extracted from the airflow, causing noise (energy) and 
obviously demonstrating that a significant force is involved. They now generate 
extra force on the flagpole itself, causing it to "try" to respond to each vortex. 
Put your ear against a flagpole if you want to feel the great power and decipher 
the frequency of the strong vibrations of wave energy. (Fig. 4) 

Let's now remove the flag and attach a thin sheet of metal to the pole with 
a hinge. As you can see in Fig. 5 the vortices are typing to line up single file 
but the sheet of metal is in the way, so the metal would begin to move back and 
forth. If the wind vilocity did not change the sheet would continue to move back 
and forth at the same rate. 

Let's now enclose the flagpole in a streamlined casing, shaped like a syme
trical airfoil and flow the think metal sheet into the contour, as in Fig. 6 and 
now we have a wing with an airleron behind it, or we might call it a horizontal 
stabilizer with an elevator hooked to it. It might also be a fin and rudder, or 
a stabilator with an anti-servo tab hooked on it to increase "feel". Let's call 
it a wing and aileron for our discussion. 

Up to this point we've been dealing with only one force -- aerodynamics, 
or fluid flow, as it is more properly called. The second ingredient deals with 
vibratory phenomena. 

Start with the idea that all structure will tend to vibrate at some certain 
rate (frequency). In the case of our wing/aileron combo, the amount of deflection, 
up and down, would be called amplitude. 
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With the aileron hanging down vertically, if we swing the aileron up and re
leased it we might obserse the rate (frequency) that it tended to swing back and 
forth in a complete cycle. If it did it 4 times ii:s. 1 second, this means that 
that is its natural frequency, or 4 cycles per seccnd (4 CPS). 

Let's make it a little more realistic. Let's add a control horn and pushrod, 
and to simulate friction in the control system, let's add a spring in the pushrod 
{Fig. 7). Now, if we give the ail.::ron a sharp flow, it will vibrate at a much 
faster rate than before (possibly 50 to 100 cycles per second)~ so we have increased 
the natural frequency of the surface adding the pushrod (which now acts as a re-
straining spring). 

We have one more ingredient to add to the situation. It's called "Polar 
:Moment of Inertia". A fancy name, but for our purposes it has to do with the weight 
of the control surface and the d:istar,c.e that the Cc G,, •:f that weight is from the 
hinge line. The way it works is that the heavier a ccn:.trol surface is and the far
ther its C. G. is back from the hinge line, the lower its natural frequency (CPS) 
to.-::i.11 be (assuming hinge friction stays constant, etc.) 

So now, we've two ingredients" an oscillating force on the control surface 
that increases in frequency and intensity with speed, and a natural tendency of the 
control installation to vibrate at .a certain frequency that gets lower as the weight 
of the surface is increased, moved aft from the hinge line, or the rigidity of the 
control system is reduced. 

Remember this point: As the aircraft speed is increased, the increasing fre
quency of the oscillating airflow will "match" the natural frequency of the control 
surface and destructive flutter will begin at that point. Don't be lulled into a 
false sense of security by an indicated airspeed lower than the redline. Flutter 
is a function of true aerospeed, so at higher altitudes be sure and give your red
line extra room. 

Still another factor might enter the picture: under certain conditions flutter 
can begin at harmonics of the natural frequency (i.e. cohen airflow oscillations 
reach½,¼, or 1/3 of the natrual frequency), but fortunately the driving force is 
usually quite low at the harmonic frequency, so it isn't often a problem. 

Establishing the flutter boundary of a new design is a dangerous business and 
never, never should be tried by other than a fully qualified test pilot. High time 
doesn't qualify one as a test pilot, either. As John Thorp once said, "It's like 
tickling the dragon's tailn (with the very real possibility that he'll turn to bite 
you). 

Dealing with incipient flutter is probably an exercise in futility in most 
cases. It requires an instaneous power chop and increase in angle of attack to 
survive, but unless a pilot's reaction was hair trigger milliseconds it would be 
too late and mid-air desintegration would be complete by the time it took you to 
give a couple of good gulps. 
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The power shop uses the prop as a brake to dec:elerate the aircraft and the 
increased angle of attack also slows the airplane, but the real benefit is de
rived from the sudden dropping of .the flutter driving frequency to one-half of 
what it was. The vortex off the lower surface now f0rms aft of the trailing edge, 
so that the actual oscillating force during the ,1i1.ration is only present on the 
upper surface--thus reducing the intensity. The spe.ed change of course, "backs 
off" the frequency of the oscillating airflow • 8) 

At this point, we should out that bl:J. making a surface stronger 
(thus heavier) is no guarantee of flutter prevention. Recognize that you are 
flirting with real danger if you change the size ,:n: shape of a control surface, 
or vary its weight or balance. 

Let's look at still another aspect of a ·very complex subject that we are 
trying to simplify with as little sacrifice of te.c1:mii::al accuracy as possible: 
We mentioned it earlier and :lt's called divergence. 

By definition, divergence is the stat:ic instability of an airfoil in torsion, 
which occurs when the torsional rigidity of the structure is exceeded by aero
dynamic twisting moments" 

That's a mouthful, true, but what it really means is that at the critical speed 
an airfoil (aileron, rudder, elevator, or wing) would try to rotate about an 
imaginary line (the elastic axis). due to the increasing rate and intensity of the 
impacting vortexs and that the structure is no longer sufficiently rigid to re
strain the vibration. The amplitude of movement increases. it departs from its 
format straight line, steady state of equilibrium, since there is insufficient 
restraint (damping). 

This violent twisting, first in one direction and then the other, doesn't 
just stop here. It keeps on increasing (diverging)~ feeding on the extracted 
energy from the airstream. If the elastic axis of a (wing) is aft of the aero
dynamic center, then the torsional moment about the elastic axis (due to the left 
applied at the aerodynamic center) tends to increase the angle of attack, and this 
further increases the lift, which in turn again increases the torsional moment. 
A vicious circle (and it truly is vicious). 

This force~ ever increasing in intensity_, will keep on until something "gives". 
This whip-cracking action is what causes a fluttering flag to shred itself in a 
gale. The energy involved becomes audible. It's why we hear the "picket fence" 
sound from a flag, or why we hear the sharp crack of a bull whip. 

Mos recently their was a rash of aileron flutter incidents on the Steen 
Skybolt design. Ashen-faced pilots came back with no ailerons, or shredded junk, 
hanging from hinge fittings. The problem was too much weight aft of the aileron 
C. G. (and has since been corrected). 

An identifying mark of flutter is almost always the palm of the pilot's hand. 
It will be badly lacerated by the rapid movements of the stick. 
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Don't think that airplanes in lower speed brackets aren't subject to flutter. 
I've personally seen two aileron flutter incidents on low speed airplanes. One 
was on the original VP-1 Volksplane at a fly-in at Ramona, California. The pilot 
took prompt action and cut power and pulled up~ so lived to tell of it. (Again, 
the problem was corrected before plans were put on the market). 

Many other airplanes designed by skilled, professional designs have run into 
flutter problems that cropped up in the "normal." speed envelope and remedial action 
was required before the design could be handed over to the public. You might re
member that early Beech Bonanzas had failures when careless (or ignorant) pilots 
let them exceed safe speeds. No better design is marketed today, so we can see that 
flutter problems are really no stain on the reputation of an airplane. 

It does point out that while there are guidelines to keep designs in a broad, 
safe area, there truly is no 100% safe way to pre-determine all these factors in
volved and ground shake tests and flight tests are the only way to establish speed 
boundaries. 

I would suggest that you, as the homebuilder, read and re-read this explana
tion of flutter until you thoroughly grasp the essence and can apply it in a pract
ical way in building and flying your own airplane. To put it very simply, be alert 
that you don't allow your speed to get into the danger area. 

On a new homebuilt it makes a lot of sense to fly the first 20 hours of flight 
at no more than 2.5 times the stalling speed of the airplane, then very gradually 
in 5 mph increments to approach the upper airspeed limit, being 11spring loaded" 
ready to chop power and increase the angle of attack. Also on pre-flites, be 
diligent in checking for control hinge play or looseness. You've much more im
portant things to do in those first few hours than see how fast it will go. 
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AVIATION · 

E.A.A. CHAPTER 168 
HANGAR JOOHOE:3 
SEPTm.IBER 1979 
FROM THE FIL!S OF: 
Charles W. Penry 

ENGINE 

AIR COOLED • FOUR CYLINDER IN LINE • INVERTED TYPE 

65 H.P. at 3500 R.P.M. 
APPR OVED TYPE CERTIFICATE NO. 209 

VISION ..... .. . .... ....................... See Where You Are Going! 

RELIABILITY . ..... ... .................... . ...... .. Get There! 

STAMINA .... ....................... Get Back Again! 

LIGHT WEIGHT ........ Carry Extra Pay Load! 

With the Efficient ERCO Engine 

ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH (ORPORATION 
RIVERDALE, MARYLAND 

Cable Address, "ERCO. WASHINGTON," D. C. Telephone GREENWOOD .4444 
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T ER( Mo»EL (1-L l 
After examining the available engines fc! u;;e 111 its small airplane, the Engineering & Research Cor

poration decided there was none which appro;:rched the requirement for a suitable power plant. It there
fore established an engine deportme1tt under Harold E. Morehouse, America's leading designer of small 
aircraft engines, whose Wright-Morehouse and Rover engines pioneered this field. 

The resulting engine is now placed on the market available to ull who appreciate and desire an engine 
arranged to permit proper streamllning and good vision in a smcdl airplane ,.:md whose construction and 
workmanship permit its full power opera:Uon for hours on end. 

An endurance test of five hundred hours at rated power and speed and ons hundred at four thousand 
R.P.M. all on the same engine, have failed 'o 5}ww any inherent wecdrness. Hours of trouble-free operation 
in the air ure also building up :rapidly. 

CRANKCASE 
The crankcase is a heo:t-treated alm:n~r:n1rn o:Hoy casting amply ribbed for strength and rigidity, and car

ries bearings between all four cylinders for i::;oth crank 
and cam shafts. 

Individual bearing caps me used for the m.c:in crank
shaft bearings to simplify service operaticns. 

The rear bearing diaphragm carries all the accasso:ry 
drives, and a permanent integrally designed oiling 
svstem, feeds oil under pressure to the bearinqs, 
~ The crankcase co,ier is a light well-ribbed, mag

nesium alloy casting. 

CRANKSHAFT 
The crankshaft is an alloy steel forging of the conven

fion,.!l four-throw, five-bearing type, bored hollow through
oat and carefully balanced. It canies a spur gear which 
drives all accessories at the rem end, and an integral 
propeller flange at the forward end. 

BEARINGS 
The large front crankshaft beari.11g is bronze-backed, 

babbit-lined and is provided with bronze faces to take 
propeller thrust in either direction. All other crankshaft 
bearings are amply large steel-backed and babbit-lined. 
They are interchangeable and replaceable. 

Removable bronze bushings are provided for all cam 
and accessory drive .shaft bearings. 

CONNECTING RODS 

The connecting rods are forged alloy steel, H-section, 
having thin shell interchangeable-type cadmium-silver
lined big-end bearings and bronze bushed piston pin 
bearings. 

CYLINDER 
An aluminum alloy cylinder head is screwed Gnd 

shrunk onto a forged, alloy steel cylinder. BoLh. the head 
and barrel are generously provided with closely spaced 
finning for ample cooling under even the most adverse 
. operating conditions. Bronze valve seats and spark-
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plug inserts are shrunk in position, and removable valve guide bushings are pressed in place. 

PISTONS 

' 

-

4tJCt7 

Pistons are of the full-trunk type, well ribbed internally for strength and cooling, and are permanent 
mould castings of LO-EX alu..--ninum alloy. They are provided with two compression rings, one oil ring 
above the piston pin, and one oil scraper ring belov;. 

Piston pins are of the full-floating type with spherical end plugs. 

CJlMSHAFTS 

Separate camshafts are used for the intake and exhaust. sides of the engine. These are driven from the 
crankshaft by spur gears. The intake camsholt is provided with a smo:11 eccentric to operate a standard 
automotive fuel pump. 

VALVE GEAR 

The valve gear is completely enclosed cmd entirely bathed in engine oil. Chilled iron tipped cam fol
lowers operate the rocker rums through alumiJ.1m11 alloy pushrods having hardened steel ball ends. 

The rocker arms are of forged alloy steel with rexnovabk; bronze bushings and carry valve clearance 
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116) AVIATIO GIN 
adjusting screws at the pushrod ends. .A.utomo:tic temperatw-e compensation is provid,ed as explained under 
"Lubrication." 

Interchangeable concenh:ic valve spring-s are secun.:,d to the valve stems by split cones and washers. 

I.UBRICA'l'lO:N 
Oil is drawn by a conven~ional gear-type pressure pump f:tom an external supply tank and is forced 

through a removable filter screen to all major bemings by cm. integral system of passages. 
A pressure relief valve is located beside the delivery purnp and by-passes excess oil to the suction 

side of the pump, thus maintaining constant pressure to the rotc,Eng bearings. 
Cylinder wall, cams, tappets, etc., are lubricated by splash. Passages through the cam follower guide 

castings permit all the oil from pressure-fed bearings to drai:'1 down through the pushrod housings to the 
rocker boxes. 

The hot oil from within the engine draining down over the aluminum alloy pushrods effects inherent valve 
clemarn::s conrpensation between hot and cold running, 
without tl1e use of any special complicated devices. 

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Type: Four Cylinder-in-line. inverted, air cooled, 

4 cycle 

Bore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :J.250" 
Stroke .................... 3,500" 
Total Piston Displacement., .. 116.13 cu. in. 

Compression Ratio ......... 5.75:l 

Normal H.P. (C.A.A. Rating),. 65 @ 3500 R.P.M. 

Approved Type Certificate ... No. 209 

Direction of Rotation 
(from propeller end) ....... Anti-Clockwise 

Propeller Drive . . . . . . . . . . . . Direct 
Fuel Consumption 

(lull throttle) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 lb./HP. Hr. 
Fuel Recommended . . . . . . . . 73 octane 

Oil consumption 
(full throttle) .............. 010 lb./HP. Hr. 

Average weight of engine 
(dry) complete with propel
ler bolts and llanges. rub
ber mounts, cooling air 
scoop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158 lbs. 

Engine is sold complete with 
above parts. tools and in
struction book. in weather 
proof box. 

Shipping weight . . . . . . . . . . . 240 lbs. 

Each engine is thoroughly tested before being 
shipped and is complete, ready lo run. 

All shipments F.O.B •• factory al Riverdale, 
Maryland. 

Pushrod ball-ends are likewise amply lubricated. 
Receptacles atove the adjusting screws in the ends of 
the rocks:: o::r:.ns catch oil which is delivered through 
drilled passuqes to the rocker arm bearings. 

The n:icker arm covers, consisting of two cast alum
inum alk,7 g,alleries, are bolted to the rocker housings 
of each cylinder a!l.d collect all of the oil as it comes down 
from the valve gear. 

These tvw go:Heries also tie the tops of the cylinders 
together and aid materially in the general rigidity of the 
engine structure. A short line cross-connects the two 
galleries at the low points near their centers, and is pro
vided wiilh a fitting to drain all the oil into the supply 
tank located below this point, thus providing a simple 
gravity scavenging system. 

Careful attention has been paid to provide all joints 
throughout the engine with gaskets and sufficient bolts 
or studs to guard against oil leaks and insure a clean 
nmning engine. 

IGNITION 

Two flange-mounted SF41 Scintilla Magnetos supply 
dual ignition to each cylinder and are driven by simple 
serrated fittings from the engine gearing. 

Two cho.mpion J-8 14 mm. standard automotive type 
spark plugs are used in each cylinder. 

C)\.RBURETOR 
A Bendix-Stromberg NA-S2 carburetor is located near 

the rear of the engine on the left side, where it is acces
sible, and where short plumbing and direct throttle con
nections are possible. 

MOUNTING 
The engine is mounted at three points, on special 

"Lord" shem-type rn.bber units. One point is located 
on each side of the main crankcase near the center of gravity of the engine and a third is in the center of 
the gear case at the rear. This system allows a simple engine mount structure and provides isolation of 
engine vibrations. The mounting requires but three standard aircraft bolts. 

ACCESSORY ARRANGEMENT 
Provision is made for the following accessories: 

A single standard Tachometer drive connection (at one hall engine speed). 
A standard oil thermometer in the in-going oil. 
A standard A.C. Automotive Fuel Pump, located on the main crankcase and driven from the 

intake crankshaft. 
EXHAUST .AND COOLING SYSTEMS 

The engine is furnished with forged steel exhaust flanges to which any form of manifold may be fitted to 
suit individual requirements. 

Conventional cooling air scoop and inter-cylinder baffles are supplied as regular equipment with the 
engine. They direct air over the Cylinder barrels and heads so that a small amount is sufficient to main
tain all cylinders at a uniformly cool operating temperature. 
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SERVING ALL YOUR NEEDS IN: 
HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION 

CLARDY's CONTRACT SERVICE 

SPECIALIZING ING .E. EQUIPMENT 

9007 SAN BENITO 214/327-4324 

TELEPHONE 214 288-6777 

CLARENCEJ.McDONALD 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

AIR LAW AND GENERAL LAW 

I 100 LAKESHORE DR. MESQUITE, TEXAS 75149 

R.W.MORT , 
REGISTERED CONSULTING ENGINEER 

ENGINEERING ASSISTANCE FOR 
THE AIRCRAFT CUSTOM BUILDER 

324 HILLVIEW DRIVE 
HURST, TEXAS 76053 817-282-6940 

ATTENTION: ANTIQUERS & HOMEBUILDERS 111 

USED AIRPLANE PARTS 

PAUL CAMP 

214/227-4569 LANCASTER AIRPORT 

SUPPLIERS TO GENERAL AVIATION 
CUSTOM/RESTORER AIRCRAFT SM EN 

, GEM SUPPLY 
AN HARDWARE, FITTINGS, HOSE, TOOLS, 

ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS 

FAST DELIVERY ON NON-STOCK ITEMS 

8122 DENTON DRIVE 
DALLAS, TX. 75235 PHONE 214-350-7066 

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER. 
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind--
Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let: 

DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY 

Find Answer to Your Particular Need. 

Just Call: 
Delmo (Pitts Special> Johnson 
1901 Ross, 214/741-6001 or 747-0635 

M. J. KRUGER 817/533-2307 
RT. 1, MALONE, TEXAS 76660 

KRUGER PROPELLER SERVICE 

SPECIALIZING IN AIRCRAFT, MARINE AND 
EXPERIMENTAL PROPELLERS. 

~ 
SEATON & SEATON 

FLIGHT INSTRUCTION 

SHARON R. SEATON. CFI 
NORMAN N SEATON. CFI 214-270-3791 

Airplanes 
Instruments 

Used Parts 
Engines 
Radios 

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS 
8701 Cardinal Road 

Fort Worth, Texas 76180 
(across from Mangham Airport) 

BOBBY OSBORN 
Bus. 817-281-8468 

Res. (metro) 268-2786 

!AIRPLANE KITS! 
SPRUCE 

AIRCRAFT PLYWOOD 

WELDED 
ASSEMBLIES 

HARDWARE 

AU'HA AVIATION SUPPl Y Co. 
~ P 0. BOX 641 • GREENVILLE. TEXAS 15401 

214-455-3593 
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